some generalizable crip and Mad duet. Each pairing would create their own unique score, reflective of the specificity of how they have been made undesirable or un-imaginable as possible mem bers of the travelling public, and inflected by their particular flour ish: the skilled production of novel accessibilities, mobilities, and aesthetic pleasures that engender the cripping and maddening of publics assembled for movement.
What we offer is a score designed from and for the crip and Mad duet that is us: Danielle, a crip-queer-genderqueer but-cis-passing-white-well-travelled-Canadian-citizen-manual wheelchair-user-crip-dancer-choreographer; and Lindsay, a Madqueer-cis-white-fat(ish)-able-seeming-Canadian-citizen-dancer choreographer.
ACT ONE: To the airport we go 
Scene two
Normate: Grab a taxi, drive, or catch a ride to the airport. Load your bags. Get dropped off at the airport. Pay for parking or the taxi. Unload luggage.
Danielle and Lindsay:
Hope an accessible van shows up at our home to pick us up. Negotiate safe loading of bags and oxygen into taxi. Transfer into the backseat of the van. Negotiate with the taxi driver, who will insist on loading the chair.
Lindsay:
The frame has to go in first. No, the frame first. No, it doesn't fold. I'll take the backrest with me. Don't grab by the wheels . . . . Sorry, yes, the wheels do that. The frame goes first. Be careful with it, please.
Both cringe as the taxi driver repeatedly tries to slam the trunk shut on the wheelchair frame. Upon arrival, Lindsay quickly unloads the trunk, while Danielle pays to avoid more 'help' from the driver. Creatively load all of the bags onto Dani elle's chair, while they turn slowly, strategically opening hooks, pockets, and surfaces on which to hang bags, oxygen, water bottles, and purses. Together, create a perfectly balanced mov ing sculpture. That is, balance and counter-balance the weight of bags hanging off of shoulders and laps and wheelchair frame such that most weight is stacked precisely over the camber tube to avoid tipping backwards or diminishing steering by weigh ing down front casters.
Lindsay: offer propulsion and accept balancing aid and weight relief.
Danielle: offer steering, counter-balance against the weight through their chair frame, and gladly accept propulsion to mitigate against exhaustion.
ACT TWO: At the airport
Scene one
Normate: Print off your bag tag at an electronic kiosk. Drop off your bags.
Several tools used for increasing mobility sitting next to our bed, waiting to be packed the morning of our flight. Lindsay's glasses rest on top of a one-week pill case next to a purple water bottle.
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Danielle and Lindsay: Turn down 'helpful' airline worker who is trying to convince us to use a kiosk even though we cannot because we are flying with oxygen. Wait in long line to check in. Roll up to a desk that is standing-height only. Inform them of destination city. Offer passports, open to the page. Recog nize privilege: handing over passports rarely leads to violent gender policing for either of us. Hand over oxygen for inspec tion. Place hands on wheels: right hand at three o'clock, left at nine. Briskly pull hard with nine o'clock hand, while pushing with three o'clock hand. Shift weight through hips onto one wheel to tighten and speed up the resulting spin. Clasp both wheels with force to come to an abrupt stop after spinning precisely 165 degrees, just in time to grab the bottom bar at the back of the wheelchair, suggestively. Direct, redirect, and redi rect agent to place a baggage tag on the wheelchair frame not wheels or backrest. Consensually restack bags, body weight, needs, desires, and strengths, again becoming a moving luggage sculpture. Make our way to the luggage drop. Disassemble one bag at a time, until only the carry-on baggage and oxygen re main hanging off laps, shoulders, and chairs. Negotiate a safe, whiteness of our faces, our names, and our country of origin, as well as the racism of our systems. Note the lack of suspicion and disdain as they match our faces to the gendered names, photos, and identifiers on our passports.
Normate: Look for signs to find gate. Arrive at the gate before your flight departs. Have your boarding pass and identification ready. Board the plane according to seating zone.
Danielle and Lindsay:
Look for signs to where the gate is. Follow signs until they lead to an escalator. Look for elevator signs. Ask after elevator. Find elevator in back hallway across the airport. Guess which level to get off. Wheel directly towards the gate on beautifully slick concrete floors. Feel the pleasure of full tires spinning and gliding effortlessly, a single wrist flick catapulting the chair forward faster than the nearby ambulators speedwalk ing along the automated sidewalks (on which wheelchairs are expressly not allowed). Transition, again, onto thickly woven carpets that pull the wheelchair impossibly sideways, absorbing any momentum gathered by surfing the concrete, and by each now-labour-intensive stroke.
Visit CTROnline to view the video of Danielle struggling to wheel on carpet. Danielle: (Shudder at the thought of having body and arms strapped into the tiny aisle chair, being pushed by an inexperi enced agent. Recognize being able to ambulate a few feet en ables the privilege of making this choice.) No, I don't need the Washington, I will board on my own. Agent: (Look pleadingly at Lindsay). It's really steep. It's better if I push . . . . (Seem genuinely unaware that this implies that a per son who wheels their chair everyday has less skill than someone who is touching it for the first time. Glance down at chair and then looks confused at Lindsay.) Where are the pushing thin gies? (Danielle: refuse help politely. Try not to look scared.) Ok . . . you will make sure she is safe, won't you?
Danielle and Lindsay: Smile and nod. Make way down steep load ing bridge to plane. In order to control for speed and bumps, pop a wheelie, stacking body plus baggage weight over back two wheels. Ignore agent's shocked remarks about the fanciness of this manoeuvre.
Visit CTROnline to view the video as Danielle wheelies down ramp. Agent comments, "quite the race car going!"
Danielle: Leave chair and bags at the entrance of plane and wad dle to seat.
Lindsay:
Expertly disassemble the chair-baggage-sculpture into its thirteen component parts. Hand off the remaining skeleton of frame and wheels to the baggage handler, who promptly begins to try to fold the titanium.
No, it doesn't fold. I'll take the backrest with me. Don't grab by the wheels. (Ignore baggage handler's dismissive look. Watch as he predictably picks up the chair by the two wheels, which rotates the frame downwards hitting him hard on his knees. Ignore baggage handler's angry look, as though this is the first wheelchair ever to have wheels that spin.) Sorry, yes, the wheels do that. Please be careful with it.
ACT THREE: On the plane Normate: Stow your personal belongings under the seat in front of you or in the overhead compartment. Put your cell phone on airplane mode.
Danielle and Lindsay:
Set up the oxygen concentrator awkward ly under the too-small space under the chair in front of them, taking up the space where Danielle's feet would normally go. Recognize our privilege in that, despite feeling cramped, and somewhat claustrophobic, these seats were designed for bodies roughly our size. Look out the window and cringe again when baggage handler repeatedly tries to slam the door to the plane's baggage compartment on the wheelchair frame.
Intercom Voiceover: Please refrain from smoking. The use of ecigarettes is also strictly prohibited.
Refrain from smoking despite it being one of the few medications that make the claustrophobia of airplanes
Hands clasped, one set dirty from wheeling. 
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